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Living ?, Y, N Flag

The TMG Living flag is an important item when one wishes to 
exclude living people in a printed report or when creating a real, 
or virtual, web site using Second Site, and when there is no 
death or burial tag

TMG provides the option of defining a year after which people 
can be considered non-living for privacy (although some have 
proven to be defiant, living beyond the range)

However, the Living flag does not update automatically over 
time - it will change to N when you add a death or burial tag

To avoid the tedious undertaking to manually



Living ?, Y, N Flag

Filter example #1
Use TMG to filter for 

those people whose age 
today is greater than 

100 & Living Flag 
equals Y or ?



Living ?, Y, N Flag

Filter example #2
Use TMG to filter for 

those people whose age 
today is greater than 

100 & Living Flag does 
not equal N

The result is the same 
in both examples.



Living ?, Y, N Flag

You could edit each person within TMG individually if the end 
result of the filter is small enough to manage.

Plan B would be to use TMG Utility from John Cardinal to filter, 
and with more options.



Opening screen of TMG Utility

Click OK



This is the unremarkable opening screen of TMG Utility. 
The good stuff lies beneath the covers.



Having made certain that your TMG project 
file is not open, open it here in TMG Utility.

A wise person would click Log Only 
until the results are satisfactory.



Select Functions 
> People 

> Set Living=N
Enter the current year minus 100

Leave the additional filter options unchecked

Confirm that Log Only is checked

Click Set Living=N



In this test project file of 776 people, 
there are 23 who are considered 

living at 100 years of age.

TMG Utility provides us with a list 
of candidates with TMG ID, birth 

and marriage years

You may wish to review those 
persons with birth dates within a 

few years of the filtered date



If you are satisfied with the initial 
result, uncheck the Log Only Box

Click Set Living=N



Next consider some advanced filters 

Start with Use Ancestor’s Events



The following was extracted from John Cardinal’s Help file.

Set Living=N has three options:

1.  If Use Ancestor’s Events is checked, the program will set 
Living=N if any ancestors of a person have BMDB events prior to 
an adjusted threshold year.  The program subtracts 60 years from 
the threshold year for each generation.  For example, if the 
threshold year is 1880, then the adjusted threshold year for a 
parent is 1820; if either parent has an event prior to 1820, the 
program will change Living=? to Living=N for the child.  Note: 
the 60 year default via the Set Living.Ancestor Years can be edited 
in the tmgutil.ini file. 



Using the first option there are 62 people for 
whom the Living flag would be set to N



Next consider more advanced filters 



The following was extracted from John Cardinal’s Help file.

Set Living=N has three options:

2.  If Use Descendant’s Events is checked, the program will set 
Living=N if any descendants of a person have BMDB events prior 
to an adjusted threshold year.  The program adds 10 years from 
the threshold year for each generation.  For example, if the 
threshold year is 1880, then the adjusted threshold year for a child 
is 1890, and 1900 for a grandchild; if a grandchild was born in 
1886, the subject’s Living flag would be set to N because the birth 
year is before the adjusted threshold of 1900.  The 10 year offset 
can be edited via the Set Living.Descendant Years parameter in 
the tmgutil.ini file.



The following was extracted from John Cardinal’s Help file.

Set Living=N has three options:

3.  If Use Descendant’s Events is checked, the Use Five Generations 
Rule option is enabled.  The program will set Living=N for people 
who have 5 or more generations of descendants.



Using the all three options there are 103 people 
for whom the Living flag would be set to N



If you are satisfied with the results, 
uncheck the Log Only Box

Click Set Living=N



Page bottom created by Second Site.  
There are 53,860 people for whom the Living flag = N



Checking all three boxes there is an increase  
of 1,009 non-living people who can be added 
to a report and/or web site.



I recommend that you read the Help file 
provided in TMG Utility for additional 
explanation of the Set Living=N feature.



The End
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